
 

 

       Minutes of the November Meeting  

Date:      11-17-21 

Meeting Location:   Zoom / Online 

Members Present:  Diana S, Daniel, Alison M, Robert, Joselly, Zahrie, Jamie, 

Leonard, Selina, Rachelle, Jacklyn, Shawanna 

Anthony Sweeney, Associate Director of Student Life 

Sarah Krusemark, Student Services Coordinator 

Others Present:   

Jennifer Grace Lee, Associate Dean of enrolment 

management and student services 

Chris Bouknight and she is the Assistant Director of 

Admission 

Person Recording Minutes:  Jacklyn Tomlin 

Call to order time:   6h 04 pm  

Part I:   

Daniel S 

Call the meeting to order 

Ask everyone to review the minutes. 

Motion to approve the minutes: Alison approves the minutes, Joselly and Shawana approve of the 

minutes 



Part II:  Student Enrollment 

 

Chris Bouknight and she is the Assistant Director of Admission 

Discussing her job and addressing how can SGA help with retention and student enrollment. 

She asked the SGA to work on an updated letter for students to receive when they get accepted to 

SPS, encouraging students to be members to be active in the SPS community. Daniel thinks it is a 

positive step, it helps promotes student engagement and involvement. This would help because we 

do not have the advantage of traditional outreach. This can be a way to recruit new people in the 

community. Shawana, asked what exactly would be sent out Chris expresses that an admission 

email is sent to students, and they are envisioning a follow up email from the students to help 

encourage them to come to SPS. Sometimes people are not too sure about coming to SPS this letter 

will let them know that there is a SPS community, and they will not be alone. Students will have 

access to groups before they come to SPS. Shawana agrees this is a good idea. Allison asks will 

this be a club wide thing to let students know about everything. Anthony expresses that clubs will 

be included in the letter along with the link for clubs. He expressed this was a great idea from 

Alison, she also says that this is a wonderful idea, and she is happy to help. Anthony asks when 

the best time is to get Chris the letter. Chris said as soon as possible, they want to do one large one 

time drop around 300 students, they are looking to have closer to 600 students. It will eventually 

become a automated email after students receive acceptance. Alison said it would be a good idea 

to extend this to current students, she wants the community to grow. She said we could make a 

google doc and share ideas back and forth and send it to you as well. Anthony and Shawna agree 

with Alison, Anthony said he will create the email. Rachelle asked will it be an email, or a doc. 

Chris is giving a template of what was given in the past, she wants us to create a document to be 



more evergreen. The old form had an old event, and it could not be used now. What is relevant 

that can be in the email. She said we can meet every semester to see what it can include. Rachelle 

asked will it come from student development. Chris said it will have the signature, but it has to go 

through a system, the replies will be sent to the student services email, there is flexibility. Daniel 

asked would we work on this collectively or do we want to work on this in a subcommittee. Alison 

says she wants it to be a collective effort. Anthony, suggest he do the google doc and send the link 

and everyone can chime in. If they can not chime in it is okay, Alison agrees, and the team agrees 

as well. Chris expressed she is open to ideas. Chris and Lucas want to increase video content, she 

said she can not create them independently marketing does that. She wants to know what stories 

valuable and what stories you are weren’t told. She expressed some students are nervous and do 

not know what to ask she would rather to be able to point them in the direction of students. Rachelle 

asked how can we do that? Chris said ask Jennifer or they will connect with marketing. Admission 

would work with marketing and admission would work with the video. Chris said there is a survey 

that ask students what they want to hear about. They want to know about online learning, and what 

does flexibility mean. She will send those questions to the SGA. Rachelle asked who is leading 

this. Jennifer said you will be working together. She said they look for the perspectives of the 

students. She expressed she had experience with Jam sessions where students just asked people 

questions. The sessions help students get authentic information. Students have a authentic 

experience that students want to hear. Marketing would work on this as a project. Rachell ask 

another question when doing student outreach is there virtual conversation is it just over email. 

Chris said yes and no, she said they do text it varies. Students reach out and ask to talk on the 

phone, she said it is rare people want to do a zoom. It varies from campus to campus. Alison asked 

how long you want the video to be. Chris does not know she said marketing knows, it depends on 



the content of the video. There is a lot of things that can be done. Alison asked who has the most 

say on this project? Anthony expressed the videos will be short. Sarah expressed she had a 

experienced with this and marketing was the one who asked the question and marketing would 

work with you. Marketing would be able to guide you. Anthony expressed they did these video 

projects in the past, you write your statement, you submit your statement and then they will edit it 

you would not have to do to much work. You will have to make yourself available marketing 

makes it easier. Alison asked can we reach out to the professors to get their support so that students 

are aware of the different programs. That could make a difference in making a decision, she gave 

an example how seeing a video will give you a sample and help you make a better decision. 

Shawanna expressed Alison helped with the point she wanted to make. Shawana expressed online 

programs were new to her because she was used to the conventional program. She thinks that 

people who are still in classroom stages this idea will be wonderful. Shawanna expressed a lot of 

people are afraid of online education. She said there are a lot of challenges, and it is more than 

being remote. She said that the everyone has great ideas. Shawana expresses her experiences that 

this is a non-traditional school, and she is getting a hang of the school thing and she is getting a 

hang of it. Daniel expresses he agrees with Shawana. Chris expressed nothing is instantaneous she 

wants to get the email going. Anthony and Chris will be in touch and students should tell everyone 

that you know about SPS. She likes Shawnna’s story. Shawnna loves SPS, she loves in person but 

we do not have that right now. She said the most she can do is walk past the building. She said that 

getting a video from a professor would be a good thing. ShaWanna said people need the support 

and the community, she said SGA is family oriented and unified. Chris posted her email in the 

chat and tells everyone to send her an email about other people’s thoughts. Joselly expresses that 

online can be beneficial and fears sometimes make people unable to commit to online school. Chris 



expressed that has a lot to do with retention. She said school requires you to have time management 

skills. Anthony will follow up with an email. 

Part 2. 

Rachelle Treasurers report 

No new updates, no one is spending money.  

Part 3.  

CRT Sub Committee Jacklyn Tomlin 

Notes done by Zahire -- Jacklyn discusses CRT and building a committee. She did research on 

CRT – “Critical Race Theory” everyone is clutching their pearls so what are they going to teach 

our children. Misconceptions on what CRT is.  

CRT is about how institutions and systems teach racial barriers for marginalized groups. Jacklyn 

shows video on CRT.  

------ 

Video description: an animated video shows a track with a variety of athletes with different skin 

tones. White/lighter toned runners can go ahead and complete the track while the darker skin toned 

people have a physical barrier preventing them from even competing.  

After a lap, the white folks complete one round about the track while the darker skin toned people 

are coming into numerous barriers, even after starting to run depicted by holes, sharks, jail bars 

and other animations, representing challenges brought on from standardized testing, racial 

profiling, discrimination, and various forms of privilege. 



The White athletes end up wining and completing the race while the Black athletes are left behind. 

----- 

Jacklyn closes the video stating how CRT is the bigger picture, and how there are laws barring 

CRT from younger students. Children are targeted over college students because they do not have 

as much academic/educational freedom.  

The CRT committee could come together collectively to discuss these barriers and come up with 

solutions. This would be for spring not this semester. 

ShaWanna: I am a little confused, the video was great and I don’t understand the pros and cons 

that I see in the news. With this committee, what would you be addressing? 

Jacklyn: CRT is just looking at hypothetically systems create racial barriers. When we talk about 

education we talk about the children – it’s the system that creates the material for the children. 

When we talk about history, we don’t start at 1619 – when you do research in certain spaces, our 

history starts in 1619 but it didn’t start in slavery. Textbooks and historical context that was created 

by white people uses their narrative. CRT allows us to take a look at those systems through a 

different lens and integrate a new narrative into our education system. Its not even school its red 

lining and homeownership. We need to look at the institutions that create policies that lead to racial 

barriers. 

ShaWanna: when I see angry parents speaking out against it – its okay for people of color and 

oppression – I’ll do more research. I don’t understand why people are so angry and you are 

teaching our kids to hate themselves. Thank you for that I have to research now 



Anthony: Daniel posted a link in the chat: https://www.nytimes.com/article/what-is-critical-race-

theory.html 

Jamie: I wanted to add to this. CRT is teaching history accurately. 80% of textbooks are created in 

Texas and have a very jingoistic viewpoint on things. Over the last 20 years or so, places started 

teaching not a one sided victors way. I grew up in NYC, but NYC has always had the Dutch 

immigrants in NY in the curriculum. They added the Lenape history because it has a significant 

history in NY compared to the Dutch. The best example of CRT is that so many Black Vets were 

denied the loans to take advantage of the GI bill.  It comes from this very racist point of view that 

we have to teach only good things vs. the true history.  

Shawanna: do you think that these parents are angered, do you think they feel they are learning the 

reverse 

Jamie: I think its become a buzzword to frame it that they are teaching white people as being racist. 

I think it’s become a bigger issue than it is. Kim crenshaw chose CRT it’s the newest target of 

conservative hate. I think the vast people who are against CRT can’t articulate what it is. There 

are groups out there teaching parents how to object against CRT. I’m a huge fan of CRT and I 

think it’s a way to teach history authentically. I wonder from a PR perspective, while I’m 100% 

pro CRT, with everything negative that’s being thrown around about CRT, does the university 

want to take a stance by creating a CRT committee. I’m wondering what the administrators think. 

Anthony: it’s a non issue, if SA wants to explore it the school would support that. We don’t censor 

the students as part of policy. The bottom line is we are not going to censor this conversation. It 

would be amazing if you wanted to move forward with this.  

Jamie: great idea and it’s an important conversation and timely and authentic.  



Shawanna: I think this is something interesting to take part in an open minded and maturity as 

Jamie has explained along with the video. 

 Jamie expressed her experience with learning about different experiences with learning history. 

She expressed CRT is teaching authentic history, it does not always paint a nice picture of white 

people. It shows a racist point of view, versus the actual truth. Shawnna asked how do you feel 

that parents are upset. Jamie expressed CRT said it has become a new target of conservative hate. 

She thinks the people that the people who are against it couldn’t possibly explain what it is. She 

thinks it is a part of a culture war. She is a huge fan of the CRT and worries about the PR 

perspective. She wonders does the school want to create a CRT subcommittee. Anthony said this 

a non-issue, if the SGA wants to discuss it the school would support it. Anthony believes it is 

important not to censor the students. Jamie believes this is a good idea and it is important, and it 

is authentic and a great thing. Diana wants to know what that committee would be doing. 

Alison said she does not know enough about this, and this is a important because disabled 

communities are marginalized. If we are talking about marginalized groups, please include 

someone who has a disability. Shawnna said that authentic history is important and there is records 

of what is actually done. Schools prepare you for test and it is excellent to be prepared for the 

workforce. She expressed she had an experience with not fitting into the work force and did not 

have anyone to speak to. Shawnna expressed she went through a situation where there was a racial 

undertone. This committee would be good for everyday life. Joselly, said this is sociological 

approach. She thought it was a law perspective, in media. She wonders if this committee and school 

if students are aware. She wants to help create a space were students aware. Jacklyn expressed that 

defining this would be a good start. Anthony is wondering if we can give a honorarium to someone 

in which we can discuss CRT. Have that be the start of the committee. A faculty member to discuss 



this would be a great idea. Alison expressed this is a good idea and the title should be CRT its not 

what you think. It would be good to have the dean talk on this as well. Shawana expressed that this 

connects to disabilities studies. Anthony expresses that it would be important to have a professor 

to talk on this. The video shown has a lot of components, he expressed we need a expert. Selena, 

had no idea what CRT was and she heard similar things about it, she thinks making the committee 

is a wonderful thing. She says we are all affected by this, and she is interested in the CRT. She 

said snapshots of information students would be heavily interested in this. Daniel wans us to decide 

what we want to do with this. Will it be an intellectual idea or specific challenge looked out? There 

is a need for education and awareness, how do we want to address it. Do we want to focus on 

career placement, or which faculty we want to choose? This is a fantastic idea and there is so much 

misinformation about this. The question is how and why we can’t change the world. We need to 

think about specific things and the role student association would play in this. Maybe in the CIED 

and how do we employ this to make peoples life better. Fundamentally we were chosen to be here, 

and we are here to make life better for other students. How can we improve the lives of the 

students? Shawna expressed if people see this conversation happening it can be scarier. She said 

she never had a conversation with friends but not in school. She talks about her experience in 

Martha Vineyard, and she feels people needs to talk about different perspectives. She said she 

wants to hear more about CRT and 1619, she thinks it is a good topic to talk about. 

Selina askes the question what we are going to do about it. The film club shows movies and 

different things. Maybe we can have a speaker who is centered and have students invited, it can be 

over zoom. It can be professors and students; this will draw everyone’s attention. They can hold 

workshops about CRT. Based on the interest we can create a committee or a club. She wants to 

hear the perspective from the faculty about this and their experience. She said the faculty 



perspectives are different from the students. Anthony says this is an amazing conversation and he 

wants to support us. He has ideas and it would be powerful to have workshops and students would 

be interested in this. It is the right time to do this. Jennifer feels this is a different feel for SGA , 

she thinks it is a different focus on the SGA. This discussion is in aligned with the college and the 

DEI work. This is aligned with the school, and she would support any work in this area. Rachelle 

asks who wants to join the committee. Shawnna wants to know what the climate of the 

conversation is. She wants a positive outcome; she wants to have open minded conversations. She 

is willing to join. Anthony feels there is a couple of things that can be done. We have a new 

initiative the BMI it is a mentorship program. The head of the program could possibly help build 

this idea with that. Jamie says that may be a great idea. We need to vote and spend money on this 

initiative we will have to pay people. Daniel said identify a solid committee, find experts. 

Professional Development grant 

8 people approved. It was faster to get done through email. It was faster through email and process 

went better. She wants to work with students, but they need to rework the paperwork. There is a 

student who is graduating in December, and they want to go an event in January. She is trying to 

help that person. She is doing social media to help with that. 

Club updates 

Rachelle Club updates the Belly of the Beast film session. December 2nd we will be discussing the 

film Belly of the Beast. It is about sterilization and eugenics; it is a very important discussion. 

Rachelle extended the invitation to all people, but it is only open to 50 people. The business office 

will have the PO by tomorrow. Rachelle next we will be ready to watch the show. Jamie expressed 

if the event is 6:30, the event is at 6:30 and she has a possible speaker. How much did they need 



to sponsor? Each group needed to submit $75, and it has been approved. Jamie asked does she 

need to do anything extra for the film. Alison tomorrow is the honor society club meeting from 

5:30 to 6:30 an day in your shoes event. It is about a day in the life for people with disabilities.  

Student Services report 

Anthony Talking about the Deans Stakeholder meeting. There needs to be a formal search for the 

dean. There will be stakeholder meetings. One is with the students; Anthony will be going to one 

on Friday. Anthony sent everyone to an event for coffee and chat with the dean. The dean has been 

here for one year. He was a dean in Puerto Rico, and he did work at HOSTOS the dean is invited 

us to a conversation November 23, 2021 at 7pm. Ask any question you want he people to ask 

question. He is a intern dean he was appointed and he is serving by appointment. He has to go 

through the process like everyone else. An outside agency has been hired to look for the dean. 

Jennifer it is an executive and national search. It has to go through a search process. Robert asked 

is there a listing of deans to choose from. Jennifer said the candidates are confidential. Jennifer for 

the people who missed the stake holder meeting there could be another way to meet with 

Washington. Anthony asked Washington can fill out the survey. Rachelle asked will we have to 

come back to another meeting. Alison expressed you can nominate people. Anthony will check for 

the email that nominates adjuncts for awards. Jennifer is looking at the adjunct teacher excellence 

awards email. Anthony asked can the email be sent again. Anthony asked about the purchasing 

guidelines meeting. Rachelle asked for a list of approved vendors. Anthony said yes when you find 

the vendor that you want to work with the purchasing department will match the vendor. Anthony 

expressed in her executive planning committee, that this group did not get to meet with the strategic 

plan committee. They are writing the strategic plan. The student association sponsored a spring 

party with the alumni office, and they are asking if the SGA wants to sponsor the spring event. 



The SGA is interested in sponsoring that event. Shawanna asked about the professional 

development grant. We discussed it previously. Jennifer asked did students get a random email 

about COVID testing. This email is only for students are in person. Shawnna asked if you are 

vaccinated if you still have to get tested. Jennifer said yes only for the students in the building. The 

testing is based on the population numbers. If we have less than 250 people, they will only test 10 

percent of the population. This would only apply to a handful of students. Shawanna wants to 

know what they want to know. She asked if everyone on the campus has to be vaccinated. Jennifer 

expressed the policy that only vaccinated students can be in classrooms unless they have an 

exemption. The purpose of this is to mitigate the spread of COVID. Sarah asked does testing have 

to only be at one of the CUNY sites. Alison said this would be a bonus because everyone does not 

want to be vaccinated. She said this needs to be a component to all events. Jennifer expressed that 

there are students who do not want to be vaccinated it is important that people have virtual 

components. ShaWanna asked about in person graduation, Jennifer said it is to early to determine 

if in person is an option. Jennifer asked what students would like in person or online, there is no 

date yet. Selina said she does not think it is safe to have it indoor. She said there is indoor and 

outdoor components it is outdoors. Jamie said Colombia said that they do it outdoors and they use 

a tent. Alison said she would attend either way, she said she work so hard for this goal. She is 

proud of herself, and she fears vaccination. She wants to get vaccinated because of graduation. 

Rachelle asked can we sit at graduation since we are student association. Student association was 

allowed to be a part of the stage committee. Anthony said everyone has a chance to participate in 

graduation. Jennifer asked if students would be interested in a inside or outside graduation. 

Shawanna asked for a space for open ground Rachelle said we can do outside services. Jamie added 

an indoor ceremony would be disrespectful. Jennifer expressed we will take in CDC guidelines. 



Jamie expressed anything that indoor no mask would be disrespectful. She said she would only do 

outdoor. Robert expressed does SPS have a relationship with central park, they have chairs, and it 

has been reason. Selina said it is a wonderful job Jennifer asked how big is the space? Jennifer 

asked to include past graduation. Dean Grace Lee Jones does a poll on who would come to 

graduation in person and who would not. The students vote on who would come to the meeting. 

Daniel expresses that we can go on to the next items on the agenda to respect everyone’s time. 

Daniel  

• Study hours something to plan for spring 

• Townhall something to plan for the spring  

SGA section in the Kiosk this should be done for the spring. He expressed how do we allocate, 

and this will give us a chance to get us out there. The student will get to know us through writing 

in the kiosk. How to allocate in the kiosk. Alison asked is this a SGA or is this a personal statement. 

Daniel things it is a good idea to write a paragraph about ourselves. We can talk about what we 

are doing and put our own personality in it as well. Alison asked can we do a couple of pages? 

Everyone rotate and write a column it gives everyone a chance to write, and everything is not on 

one person. He thinks it is nice to have an induvial component. Anthony said that everyone can 

write for the kiosk. It is a great opportunity to do published writing. Students get feedback from 

the advisor. You do not have to be a perfect writer. If anyone has questions you can send him 

question. Sarah will email the group and ask who is willing to participate Anthony said Sarah will 

be doing outreach. Sarah asked who is interested in the foundations of the paper.  

Conclusion, suggestions-- none 

Meeting adjourned: 8:10pm 


